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SYitBOLS 
Cartesian coordiru~tos~ x measur~d in the direction of 
flow, y nornal to the flow point from the surr~ce of the 
body to".vard the frco stream• 
'rean velocity in x-direction. 
Pressure at ~i:rfoil surface. 
Local Mach .lum~cr. 
Free Stream I.!e ch 1~umbcr, 
Free stre81!", pressure. 
Free stream dynamic pressure. 
Pressure coefficient. 
Settling chamber pressure. 
Critical lila.oh Number. Defined by the condition that if 
:1Q:) = iv!0 , then. f·~max = 1 and C0 = C 
·max PeR. 
Critio4l p ressure coefficient 
Angle of attack# degrees. 
Reynolds_number based on x. 
Tilickness of boundur;r layer. 
Ra.di1JS of curvature of boundary la:rer. 
·•ave angle of oblique shock wave. 
?resau1-o in f't- ont of' Ghock:: wnve . 
Pressure behind shock ,,,rave. 
~ discussion is given of the interaction between shock waves and bounda~ 
layer and of the formation of shocks in trunsonio flo·w, based on 
1"'\e n !1U re'l"':e!'lts of transonic flow past a 12% thick ci roular arc profile. 
·It is found the.t: 
a. The shock wave pattern at a given ~ach nU8ber can be com-
pletely altered by changing the boundary layer. 
b. Shock waves cnn interact with a boundary layer in a man:1er 
si~ilor to the reflection of a wave from a free jet boundary. Shock 
vmves do ~ot necessarily cause boundary layer separation. 
c. TI1cre exist two types of possible trr.nsonic flow past a given 
s~~etricnl boundary. One symmetrical about the maximum thickness 
point and one asymmetrical about this point. The first onn be iden-
tified with the knovm sy~~etrical potential solutions. In this case, 
recompression beEins without a shock wave. The asymmetrical case is 
characteriz-ed by . an exp&nsion of the flO\'; up to the shook wave. The 
shock wave in the synunetricnl case is related to the "limiting" line 
of potential theory, the shock wave in the asymmetrical case to ~~e 
shock waves occurring in de Laval nozzles. 
1. 
The ?re .. ent report covers the invt.·st.it:,E<tio,lS or boundary layt>r-
s} ock v10.ve inters.ctiou carried out durine; 1945 at the G}.LC:I ~under t~lc 
progrr,J"! '1'/fi.S bitio:ted in 194.4. The first yeo.r vre.s s!)Elnt i:t the design 
and construction of the 2" x 2011 trc..nsonic tunnel n~d auxiliary equip-
mont which is beine; used in this investig;r.tion. The tunnel and most 
o·f the aqu ipment have been described previ~usly (Ref. 1 ) . The first 
po.rt of this year 1 s investigations was presented in the pror;ress re-
port of Se~tenbe~ 1945 (Rer. 2) . In order to keep the present report 
continuous and self-contained, part of ·the resultc end discussions 
riven in reference 2 will be repeated here. 
l'he ul ti:nate goal of the research is to gai:1 an understanding of 
the formation of shock .vt.tves in tre 1soni c f1 ow. The reason for the 
occurrence of these shock ~~vas , their position and shape and the,re-
lst:ion of these charo.cteristics to the airfoil shG..pe are the problems 
to bl" solved. ne interaction botween boundary layers and shock waves 
v.ras chosen o.s the main line of the i!'lvcstie;at)on, ~ecr:..use it seened 
np;?n:cent that this interaction would be of puranount importance. This 
consideration nrovod oorre ot. The boundary layer does essentially 
influence the shock wave iormation. n1e very first oyperiments ' 
carried out durinc this investitntion showed a ch::mr,e ir.. the shock 
wave pattern when the boundary laye r was chnnged. 
The investigations reported here deal with trr nsonic flow past 
a t·.ro-dinensional airfoil profile. "o~e of the re:;ults ar , l1owever, 
of a q1.i.te ceneral '"l·<tur~J and urc irunediotely U?plicuble to channel 
• u nhcirn Aeronauticd Laboratory at California Instit ) of Technology 
2. 
flow problems, such as those encountered in high s~eed diffusers. 
In general, the investig;atio·1s are believed to throw some light upon 
the problems whi.ch iovol ve mixed subsonic and supersonic flow in the 
neighborhood of solid walls. The investie;ations are not yet concluded; 
they have, however, led,in the opinion of the author, to a coherent 
working hypothesis of the problem which permits a clear classification 
of possible shock formations and indicates definite lines for the further 
experimental and mathematical study of the problem. 
The report is divided into ~no parts. The first represents an 
actual continuation and e.xtensior. of the measurements presented in 
(Ref. 2) the second part presents a general discussion of the shock 
wave oroblem in transonic flow. 
The author wishes to acknowledge the as.sistance and cooperation 
of ~.~rs. K. Liepmann, Harry Ashkenas~· and Julian Cole. Their help 
was essential for the comoletion of this research. 
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II. EX?!!.FD!.E.i~T.AL LNESTIGATION OF FLOW PAST A 
SY:51ETRI C.AL CIRCULAR .t.RC AIRFOIL 
1. Purpose of the Experiments 
The experiments were undertaken to study the mechanism of the 
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interaction between shock wave and boundary layer rather than to test 
soecific airfoil models. Hence~ measurements up to the present were 
restricted to a very simple case; a 12%'thick~ symmetrical~ circular 
arc profile of 3q chord at zero angle of attack. The first set of 
experiments employed Schlienen photography only and was of an explor-
atory nature~ since at the time the investigation started little was 
k .own of the interaction problem~ or as a matter of fact, of the tran-
sonic shock wave problem. The second set of experiments consisted of 
pressure distribution measurements along the airfoil and served to 
confirm and deepen the results of the first experiments. Based on these 
measurements and previous theoretical work~ a general picture of the 
shock wave problem in transonic flow could be formed and the mea3ure-
mcnts now in progress, or planned, are desivaed to check specific 
points of this general picture. 
2. Apparatus and Methods 
a. t.~odel and Model support 
A 12% thick bi-'Convex circular arc airfoil of 3tt chord as shown 
in Fig. 1 was employed in these tests. For the optical investigations 
the model was held primarily by friction between the glass walls of 
the test section; two phosphor bronze wires stretching from the lead-
ing edge to upstream clamps served as safety devices. The wires v~re in 
the boundary layer of the sidewulls and did not disturb the flow past the air• 
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foil aporeciably. This type of support proved very useful for the 
investigations which followed. It allows much freedom in positioning 
the model in the tunnel and avoids any drilling or grinding of the 
glass plates. A view of the model thus supported in the tunnel is 
given in Fig. 2. 
For the pressure distribution Measurements one of the glass plate 
windows was replaced by a stainless steel disk supporting the model as 
shown in Fig. 3. The pressure orifice distribution is seen in Fig. 4. 
The pressure tubes are brought out throu~h the side wall. 
b. Optical Systems 
The Schlieren system employed was described in detail in reference 
1 and 2. All photographs presented in this report were teken by 
means of a spark with 4 X lo- 6 sec. exposure time. The position of 
the knife edge is either normal or parallel to the mean stream, the 
position being always given on the figure. 
c. Pressure Distribution 
Pressure distributions were measured with a multiple mercury 
manometer by direct reading. The Mach number in the test section was 
obtained from. a reading of the absolute pressure Pr in the test section 
10" ahead of the model and a readirg of p - pT' where p \vaS the 
0 0 
pressure in the large settling chamber (Contraction ratio 54:1, com-
pare also with reference 1 and 2). ~be re there is no remark to the 
contrary, the M.ach number has not been corrected for blocking due to 
the model. In almost all the cases investigated this correction is 
very small due to the small model (thickness: 0,3611 tunnel height: 20"). 
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Here again it should be emphasized that the pri~ary ouroose of this 
investigation is the study of the mechanism of shock wave formation . 
. find tunnel corrections are of minor 'importance so long as no direct 
co~parison with free flight conditions is desired. In cases where$ a 
comparison with free flight conditions is actually made in this report, 
the influence of the corrections will be specifically noted. 
d. Condensation problems 
In practically all runs made, the condensation of water vapor 
v~s avoided by raising the tunnel temperature, in the manner noted 
in reference 1. The drying unit described in reference 2 was not used. 
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III. RESULTS OF THE :;:EASU~1~.iTS 
1. Pressure IJistribution as Function of the Mach •Jumber 
Figures 5 to 14 represent the results of pressure distribution 
measurements on the airfoil. The correspondL~g Schlieren photographs 
are also shown. The points in the pressure distributions are average 
values from a number of runs, The vertical lines denote the maximum 
scatter of the individual runs, Where no line is shown the scatter 
does not exceed the breadth of the plotted point. System~tic errors 
were evaluated by a procedure to be outlined later, 
Two sets of figures are shown, one gives the pressure distri-
bution on the 11 clean11 airfoil , the other the pressure distribution 
on the airfoil with a fldt plate attached to the lending edr,e as shown 
in Fig. 15. The purpose of this plate, as outlined in reference 2, 
is to alter the effective Reynolds number of the airfoil and to make 
the boundary ~ayer turbulent. Comparing the pressure distribution L~ 
the 11laminar" and "turbulent .. cases the following facts are evident: 
a) the pressure distributions are essentially the same below 
the critical Mach number. The slight difference is due to the finite 
thickness of the attached flat plate. The behavior of the pressure 
distribution becomes quite different as soon as a supersonic region 
develons over the airroil, the difference becomes very pronounced 
at the high ~!ach numbers (for example, the distributions for MQ:) = 0.895) 
b) the Schlieren pictures show the differ.ence in the shock wave 
formation (Ref. 2) very clearly, in complete agreement with the pressure 
distribution measurements. The correlation between the photograohs and 
the distributions will be discussed in detail further on. Here we 
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notice again that the shock wave formation is entirely different in 
the case of a laminar boundary layer as compared with a turbulent 
boundary layer.* This fact which was first announced in reference 
2, based on Sehlieren photographs, is entirely confirmed by the pres-
sure distributi~n measurements presented here. 
2. Evaluation of Systematic Errors in the 
:~easured Pressure Distributions 
~Jiuch of the later analysis is based upon the measured pressure 
distributions and it was thus felt necessary to evaluate possible 
systematic errors in the measurements as much as possible. Systematic 
errors can arise from: 
a) lrree-ularities in the pressure orifices • . 
b) Lack of two-dimensional flow. Since the orifices vrer~ not 
distributed along the center line only, but staggered, a deviation from 
two-dimensional flow would cause systematic deviations in the pressure 
measurements. The pressure orifices \Wre purposely arranged in such a 
·way that they are not symmetrical about the center lines of the air-
foil (Fig. 4). A check for systematic errors simply involves a rotation 
*The reasons for ce.lline; the boundary laye.r "laminar" in the one case 
and "turbulent•• in the others have been ;riven in reference 2, The 
reasoning is based not merely on the Reynolds number, but mainly on 
the Schlieren photographs which shaw a very well-defined boundary layer 
edge in the case called .. lami.nar" and en undefined edge in the "turbulent" 
cas~ . The roughne~s effect outlined later is also indirect eviden~e 
for a laminar boundary layer on the clean Birfoil and a turbulent one 
on the airfoil with a flat plate or rourhness element. In fact, the 
Schlieren photogr~phs , e.g., Fig. 5b e.nd 6b show the transition point 
quite clearly at about 83/o chord and 79~ chord respectively. The pressure 
distributions Figs. 5a and 6a show a characteristic irregularity near 
these chord stations. The airfoil with flat plate, i . e., completely 
turbulent layer does not show this effect (Fig. 10 and 11). A direct 
proof of the laminar or turbulent character of the boundary layer can 
be obtained with the hot wire anemometer. The main difficulty here is 
the smell thickness of the boundary layer ( b ;, 0 . 01"). Measurements 
of this tyl)e are planned. 
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of 180° of the steal plate with the attached airfoil. This rotation 
shifts every orifice into a different position with respect to the 
chord and the center line. If the measured pressure distribution in 
these two uositions of the airfoil coincide within the range of scatter 
of the measurements, it is clear that the systematic errors due to the 
causes noted above are smaller than the scatter and that thus the 
pressure distributions as presented are free of systematic errors due 
to orifice irreg,ularities, etc. This was foun~ in general, to be the 
case as is seen in Fig. 16a., which represents one of these check runs. 
In the "laminar" case, slight systematic de:viations' have been found 
sometimes in the supersonic region. Fig. 16b shows such a case. 
These deviations are unimportant for the evaluation of the data and 
are believed to be due t~ slight differences in roughness of the air-
foil surface. 
3. Variation of C with Mo:o 
Pmax 
./ 
The variation of Cp with ~Jcn from low subsonic values up to 
max 
M
0 
is shown in Fig. 17. This represents one case where wind tunnel 
wall interference effects have to be considered. Due to the small 
size of the model these corrections are small and the uncorrected 
points are presented for a comparison with the Prand tl-Glauert and 
Karman-Tsien formulae. It was not the purpose of the present work to 
check subsonic velocity correction formulae. However, it is felt that 
the presented C versus Mo:o curve is useful. The large scale in 
Pmax 
Fig. 17 should be noted. 
I 
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4. The Shock v.ave Reflection From the Boundary Layer 
It was found previously (Ref. 2) that a shock wave can interact 
with a boundary layer in a manner very similar to the reflection of a 
shock wave from a free jet boundary. This type of shock wave is shown 
in Fig. 7b and 8b and the corresponding pressure distribution in 
Fig. 7a and Sa. A detailed analysis of this shock pattern based on 
the Schlieren photographs was given in refe rence 2. It was there 
predicted that .this type of shock wave should be hardly noticeable 
in the pressure distribution. This prediction is borne out by the 
measured distribution. It is,in fact, characteristic for the pressure 
distributions,Fig. 7a and Fig. Sa, that no large drop of cp occurs 
at the shock wave positipn. Even the quantitative agreement between 
the pressure comouted from the Schlieren photographs (Ref. 2) and C 
. p 
as given here ' is very good if one takes proper account of the fact 
that the shock wave is only quas~statioLary and oscillates over a cer-
tain region. The pressure distribution measurement averages over this 
movement, the instantaneous ~chlieren picture does not. 
The behavior of the pressure near the bnse of such a reflected 
shock wave is demonstrated in Fig. 18. The main result here is, 
of course, that we find a case where the pressure gradient across the 
viscous layer is so large, that the wall pressures near the base of the 
shock wave do not correspond to the pressure .distribution outside of 
th.e viscous layer. Hence, the shock wnve is hardly noticeable in the 
pressure distribution. The conditions neElr the bnse ·.of shock waves 
will be discussed in more general terms later on. It should be empha-
sized a~ain that in the case of this type of shock wave no separation 
occurs near the shock ?Osition. 
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The shock wave reflection from the boundary layer occurs also in 
ohaunel flow~ especially in diffuser problems.* The expansion which is 
necessarily connected with this reflection pattern gives rise to the 
repeated shock waves which are known to occur in channel flow and which 
are responsible for large losses. bince the compression in the shock 
wave increases the entropy and the subsequent expansion.occurs at con-
stant entropy. large losses are to be expected in the case of multiple 
successive shocks. 
5. Effect of Roughness and Protuberances 
Since it has been demonstrated that the shock wave pattern and the 
pressure distribution are essentially different for a laminar and tur-
bulent boundary layer respectively~ it is clear that any.effect which 
produces a tre.nsi tion from the la."llinar to the turbulent boundary layer 
must affect the supersonic zone. Fig. 19 (a and b) gives pressure 
measurements which show this effect clearly.** 
Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 show Schlieren photogrenhs of roughness effects 
produced by a small strip of cellulose tape. It is evident from these 
pictures that the roughness near the leadinr. ed~e produces a chanbe in 
the shock pattern due to a change in the state of the boundary layer 
along the lines outlined before. 'fhe roughness in the supersonic 
zone, however~ has a diffe rent effect. ~re not only a change in 
state of the layer but nlso a sudden thickening takes place and the 
* This fact was broug:ht to the attention of the author by Dr. F. Clauser. 
** .h.n observation of the same effect was mentioned independently by 
H. Julian Allen~ Ames Aero. Lab., in a meeting at •;right lt'ield in 
September 1945. 
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result is. an oblique shock wave starting from the tape position . 
' 
This latter effect is somewhat similar to the occurrence of a transi-
tion point wi thi:1 the supersonic region. This will be discussed later. 
Sumrmrizinr:: 
a) The fact that the shock wave patte rn depends on the stete of 
the boundary layer has been confirmed by pressure :neasurenents . 
b) The shock wave reflection from the boundary layer discussed 
in reference 2 was found to be in excellent agreement with pressure 
measurements. The pressure e;rAdients normal to the direction of 
flow are here so larGe that the shock position is not discernible 
from the pressure distribution. 
c) rtourhness effects depend on the location of the roughness 
elements Roup:hness affects the shock wave pattern in a different 
vro.y dependin~ on whether the r ouphness elements nre i.n the subsonic 
or in the sunersonic zone. 
Tr.e followine: two conclusions deduced from the above results will 
prove of fundaMental importance for an understandinE of the transonic 
shock wave problen. 
a) The boundary layer affects the pressure distribution in the 
supersonic zone. In normal subsonic flow the bou~dary layer is acted 
upon by an external pressure field which is essentially the same as the 
one which would exist in potential flow about the same body. Changes 
in boundary layer thickness(especially from laminar. 'to turbulent regime) 
leave the pressures outside the boundary la~r essentially unaltered 
unless the chRnc:es are such as to produce separation. In the supersonic 
roe;ion of the trP..nsonic flow ·field the conditions are different. '!'here 
exists a much closer L"lteraction between the boundary layer end the outer 
field, and changes in the boundary layer may completely alter the pres-
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sures outside. Physically, this is due to the fact th~t the supersonic 
flow field depends strongly on the wall shape. Mathe~atically, this is 
an exnression of the fact thF.t the solutions of hyperbolic differential 
equations are very sensitive to changes of ·the boundary conditions . 
b) The pressure distributions which are nearly symmetrical about 
the 50% chord 1 ine for the "laTTtinar" cases, Figs. 5 to 9 become strone;ly 
asymmetrical if'l the "turbulent" case, Figs. 10 to 14. 1'his fact is 
believed to be closely analogous with certain types of nozzle flow as 
will be shown later on. 
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IV. GENSRAL DISCUSS IO;~ OF TR£r~SOJ.I!IC FLo·;; 
1. Defin itions 
· The flow of a compressible fluid past e g iven body is called 
transonic if both subsonic and supersonic regions occur in the Rame 
field. There exist two diffe rent transonic cases. the first, which 
will be of main concern he re. is that in which the undisturbed free 
stream l.4ach number Mm is larger then M0 but less than one. Here 
the presence of the body, such as an airfoil. produces supersonic 
regions in a subsonic field of flow. The other case to which reference 
will be made occasionally is the one where the free stream Mach number 
M"' is larger than i but below a certain upper limit. say MT. Here 
the presence of the body causes the occ~rrence of subsonic regions in 
a supersonic stream. The best known example of this latter case is the flow 
over a pitot tube or a blunt nosed projectile. The only case which is 
of importance for our furthe r discussion is the supersonic flow past 
a cone at large cone angles or at Mach numbers close to unity. 
2. Potential Theory for Transonic Flow 
One essential feature of most methods of computing compressible 
flow patte rns is that the n ethods do not a. pply.or a t least do not 
converge with sufficient rapidity, if t he local ll:ach number passes 
through ·unity. Thus the Prandtl-Glauert and 'Ka:nnnn-Tsien methods are 
strictly subsonic methods and do not permit computations for cases 
where su personic regions develop', The Ackeret thin airfoil theory and 
the general Pre..ndtl-N"eyer. flow are tyoi·cal su personic methods wh ich do 
not permit the com~utation of flow proble~s involving both subsonic 
and supersonic fields of flow, i . e .• transonic problems. 
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To obtain solutions which involve mixed flow one has to find 
either exact solutions of the differential equations or at least 
drive the approximate methods, such as the Prandtl-Glauert procedurei 
to higher order approximations. Both methods have actually been used 
end the results of both will be important for an understanding of the 
transonic flow problem. Hence, some known results ~ill be briefly 
presented here and then used in trying to obtain a coherent picture 
which is compatible with the experimental results. 
3. Smooth Transonic Flow and the Occurrence of "Limiting Lines" 
In recent years a number of specific exact solutions of the equa-
tions of motion involving transonic flow have been found. The best 
known of these solutions are Tollmien's (Ref. 3) spiral flow and a 
solution due to Ringleb (Re£. 4). Ringleb's solution is especially 
simple and instructive; it has been discussed in some detail by 
Kurman (Ref. 5) so that only the main features of the solution need 
to be repeated here. Ringleb found a solution which corresponds to 
flow from infinity around a semi-infinite barrier as sketched in Fig • . 
22. The incompressible flow for such a problem is, of course, known. The 
streamlines for incompressible flow are pa rabolae. In the compressible 
case, the streamlines far from the edre of the board are, of course, 
similar to the incompressible pattern and parabolic ; near the edge qf 
the boerd they become more and more distorted, until the channel be-
tween two neirhhoring streamlines has two throats situated at equal 
distBnces from the line or symmetry (see Fig. 22). The computation 
shows, in agreement with physical reasoning, that the flow reaches 
sonic velocity in each throat and that the flow between the throats 
is supersonic. Thus we find here a rigorous solution of the (non-
viscous) equations of motion for transonic flow. The maximum :la.ch 
number reached within such a channel can be computed (see Ref. 4 
15. 
or P~r. 5). It is found that if one attempts to find streamlines 
which vrould pass still closer to the edee of the board and which would 
co~espond to a still higher Mach number at the line of symmetry one 
is unable to obtain continuous streamlines; the flow develops the so-
called (l~f. 5) "forbidden regions" into which smooth potential flow 
cannot be continued. The boundary of such a region is called the 
nlimiting line". This limitjng line was discovered by F. and M. 
Clauser (f~f. 6) and discussed a nd eenere.lized by Tollmien, R~ngleb, 
Karman, Tsien, Guderley (Ref. 3, 4, 5, 7, B) and others. The net 
result of these investigations is this: 
a) Solutions cort·esponding to smooth transonic potential flow 
exist. In faet , certain solutions . show that extens ive supersonic 
regi ons can be computed on the basis of potential flow. 
b) Cons idering a given body in an air stream the solution indi-
cates tha t beginning at a definite free stree.r.1. :!ach number, depending 
on the shape of the boundary, limiting lines will develop. 
The potential theory predicted smooth transonic flow with local 
Mach number as high as M • 2. 5 in Ringleb's solution. Experimentally, 
no such extensive shook-free transonic flow patterns were ever observed. 
When .the local Mach number surpassed unity by an appreciable amount , 
shock waves ,-;ere found to occur. This we.s considered e. serious weakness 
of the potential theory for transonic £low. The conclusion which was 
neces rily drav.n was that the failure :.>f the pote.ltial ti'eory v;-as due 
to one or both of the following reasons: 
a) Smooth potential flow is possible but not stable. The flow 
with a shock wave is stable; 
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b) The assumptions underlying the theory are not realized in actual 
flow. The ~ain assumptions are: non-viscous . steady flow of a perfect 
gas. The assumption most likely to fail is that of zero viscosity or 
mor e sue cifically, the neglect of the boundary layer. The importance of 
this factor is co.nfirmed by an observation of Tsien. Tsien points out 
that the only known case of smooth trnnsonic flow appears to ha~e been 
observed in supersonic flow near the limiting shock anele. Here the 
deoeleratior to subsonic flow occurs in a region vmich is not bounded 
by a solid wall, i.e., by a boundary layer. 
4. Certain Solutions for .rozzle Flow 
In addition to the problem of flow from infinite past a given body, 
i.e., the airfoil problem, there exists a second type of transonic 
problem. namely. flow through the throat of a duct. Duct problems are 
often considered as one-dimensional problems in which the velocity is 
uniform across the duct and depends only on the distance along the 
axis. This is an approximation which holds only for ducts of very 
small wall curvatures. The oases which are of importance here are the 
ones where the curvature of the duct is so large that the two-dimen-
sional problem needs to be solved. i.e., the velocity, ores sure, etc. 
depend upon the distance along the axis and also e. velocity profile 
exists normal to the axis. 
Problems of this kind have been treated by 'rh. ·~eyer as early 
as 1908 and more recently by G. I. Taylor (Ref. 9) and Gertler (Ref. 
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10). Approximate methods were used by all these authors*. For our 
present purposes we need not discuss the details of these computations. 
The main point for us is the fact that two distinct tiPes of solutions 
.f 
have been obtained. A solution which is symmetrical about both tne x 
and the y axis (see Fig. 23) and another which is symmetrical about 
the x axis and asymmetrical about the y axis (Fig. 24). The first 
corresponds to subsonic flow both upstream and downstream. the second 
to passage from subsonic flow upstream to suoersonic flow downstream. 
Gortler (Ref. 10) has discussed flow patterns of this type i~ some 
detail and especially the possibility of going from one type of solu-
tion to the other. The type of solution which occurs· in a given duct 
is strongly dependent upon the curvature of the wall; e.g. for zero 
curvature at the throat the asymmetrical solution is always obtained. 
accordin~ to a theorem of Gortler ('Ref. 10). 
The connection between the measurements and these nozzle solutions 
now becones apparent; It will later be seen that there is reason to 
assume that the observed symmetrical and asymmetrical airfoil pressu~e 
distributions correspond to the symmetrical and asymmetrical nozzle· 
patterns and that the differences in airfoil shock pattern can be 
clearly traced to these two possible solutJons. 
* This excludes the possibility of finding the limiting line explicitly. 
Cases where smooth potential flow is not poasible are indicated by 
the divergence of the series which are used in the computation. 
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V. COUPARISON ~HTH EX?.~,P.IMEllTAL RESULTS 
The question now to be answered is:, How do the experimental 
results comnare with the solutions of transonic flow which have been 
discussed briefly in IV-3 and IV-4? In particular, which experimentally 
observed phenomena correlate with which of the theoretical cases and 
why? Also, why ~nd how does the boundary layer influence the flow 
pattern? 
1. The Symmetrical Case 
We l;legin with the syrrunetrical sol)Jtion, i:.e., a solution of the 
type shown in Fig. 23, and we will show that this type of theoretical 
solution is in general qualitative agreement with the observed 
"laminar" flow pattern, i.e.' the observed nearly synune tri cal airfoil 
pressure distribution. 
Consider first the airfoil without boundary layer. The symmetrical 
potential solution will lead in this case to a supersonic zone which 
is symmetrical about the center line of the airfoil. The velocity or 
pressure distribution is consequently also symmetrical about the center 
line and the velocity or pressure peak is reached on the center line. 
To obtain a clear physical picture of such a flow it is quite useful 
to consider the expansion and compression in the supersonic zone 
as brought about by expansion and compression wavelets. The curva-
ture of the wall produces expansion wavelets as sho~ by the dotted 
lines in Fig. ~5. These expansion wavelets are 1'reflected" from the 
M = 1 line, as though from a free surface, as compression wavelets. 
From the figure it is thus evident thet in the left half of the super-
sonic zone the expansion waves outnumber the compression vmves; in the 
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right (downstream) half of the supersonic zone the opposite is true 
and recompression takes place, The e~ansion and compression ~valets 
correspond to the two frunilies of real characteristics in the super-
sonic zone. 
It has often been doubted in the past that such a symmetrical 
pressure distribution actually occurs. ~ost observed pressure distri-
butions gave a suction peak considerably do•vnstream from the maxtmum 
thickness point; in fact, the maximum suction v~s generally found 
immediately preceding the pressure drop caused by the shock wave. 
However, in the pressur~ distribution of Fi[s. 5 to 9, i.e., those 
corresponding to the "laminar" case we actually have a distribution 
which is nearly symmetrical. Moreover, we have an even better, though 
indirect,proof of the fact that in this case the pressure actually 
does reach a minimum near the maximum thickness point and increases 
from there on. This is the large increase in boundary layer 
thickness startir.g at the point of maximUM thickness which is clearly 
visible on the Schlieren photograph, Fi~. 26, and which is a definite 
indication of the actual increase in pressure*. This increase of the 
boundary·layer thickness, in turn causes a more rapid recompressjon. 
This is evident from the wavelet picture and also £rom the general 
behavior of supersonic flow. The thickening of the boundary layer 
* It was believed at first that this thickening of the boundary layer 
ahead of the shock wave was caused by the pressure increase in the 
shock wave itself •. Since the flow i~part of the boundary layer is 
subsonic, pressure signals could be transmitted upstream. Computations 
have been carried out to investigate the propar,ation of small pressure 
-impulses in the boundary layer. Both the linear velocity profile and 
the 1/7 power law were investigated. The result of these computations 
showed that the distance over which a small pressure impulse could be 
propagated upstream in the boundary layer was of the order 6 • The 
thickening of the boundary layer seen in Fig. 26 can hardly b~ due to 
such an effect. 
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and its effect upon the suoersonic zone is ~of the interaction effects. 
The "laminar" case can thus be identified with the symmetrical 
solution of the potential ~heory. From the consideration of the ex-
pension and compression wavelet pattern (Fig. 25) it is also evident 
that a forward- inclined shock wave like the one observed in this case 
is by no means surprising. If the compression wavelets form an envelope 
this will necessarily furnish a shock wave of this type . The inclina-
tion of the shock wave appears extraordinary only because one is 
inclined to assume that supersonic flow past a curved wall is necessarily 
expanding,and that the wavelets in this case are necessarily expansion 
wavelets and inclined downstream. In a limited supersonic field, this 
is by no ~eans true. Flow around a corner or curved boundary can 
also occur with compression and with the help of compression wavelets 
inclined upstream. 
If we accept the nlruninar" shock wave as an envelo-oe of the com-
pression vmvelets, it is quite natural to ask for the relation of the 
shock wave to the limiting line of potential theory which is represented 
by an envelope of characteristics. The physical significance of the 
limitin~ line has been discussed before, especially by Karman (her. 5) 
and by Guderley (Ref. 8). For the strictly synnnetr ical case, the poten-
tial theory leads to either smooth flow or two limiting lines, one up-
stream and one downstream from the maximum velocity .line. The mathe-
matical theory does no t , of course , distinguish between envelopes of 
.t 
the two families of charact~ ristics. Thermodynamics shows that there can 
be no exoansion shook wave and hence one is inclined to distinguish -
physically between an envelope of compression wavelets and an envelope 
of expansion wavelets. This distinction is in agreement with considerations 
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of Guderley (P~f. 8) which indicate that flow with a ucampression" 
limiting line can be r alized by flow with a shook wave. Flow with an 
expansion. limiting- line appears physically impossible. The main 
d ifficulty in comparing any physical flow having a shook wave with the 
limiting line solutions is the fact that t he shock itself will change 
the flow field due to the change in entropy. Consequently, any such 
comparison can be qualitative only. 
The author believes that for the airfoil without boundary layer 
and at a I:-ach numbe r corresponding to the observed "laminar" shock 
wave, potential theory would furnish a symmetrical solution without a 
limiting line, i.e., smooth transonic flow. The thickening boundary 
layer in the region of increasing p ressure downstream from the 
maximum thickness poi~t di s torts the flow pattern sufficiently to lead 
to a compression type of limiti ng line, The physical flow pattern is 
then the nearly symmetrical flow of Fi g. 7a with a shock wave inclined 
forward. (Fig. 7b) 
Figure 27 r eproduces a drawing from Guderley (Ref. 8) showing 
the compression side of Hingl eb's solution, If the l~iting line 
is replaced by a sh ock wave, the figure may then be compared with the 
Schlieren photograph (Fi g. 2S). The ove rall similarity between this 
drawing and the Schlieren photogr a ph (F i g , 26) is evident. The corner 
of the boundary which is drawn in Guderley's sketch is an obvious 
necessity since the flow is deflected through the shock wave toward 
the wall. This corresponds exactly to the corner which the edge of the 
boundary layer makes in Fig, 26. Guderley's remark that such problems 
.ar e t hus r estricted t o boundaries with a corner is thus incorrect. 
The boundary l ayer can provide t he co rne r and thus we f ind a se cond 
point where the presence of the boun.Jury luyo r is of impor te.nce . 
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The relation betvreen the observed laminar shock wave and the 
.limiting line can be further confirmed qualitatively by plotting the 
streamline along the airfoil in the hodograph plane. The absolute 
velocities can be obtained from the pressure distributions and the 
directi.on of flow, including the distortion due to the thickening of 
the boundary layer, from the Schlieren photograph. A limiting line 
occurs (F.ef. 5) where the streamline becomes tangent to a character-
istic in the hodoereph plane • Fig. 28 shows a plot of the streamline 
at the edge of the boundary layer in the hodograph plane. The dis-
tortion of the streamline due to the thickening of the boundary layer 
and the tendency to become tangent to a chi" ra.cteristic downstream from 
the maximum velocity point are evident. 
Summarizing: It appears clear that the flow pattern observed 
in the "laminar case" corresponds closely to the symmetrical problem 
of potential flow. The small deviations from s~~etry are due to 
boundary layer effects. The shock wave is formed here as the envelope 
of the family of characteristics which is inclined upstream. It is 
believed that the shock wave is closely related to the so-called 
limiting line and can be computed if proper consideration is given 
to the chan;:e in the boun.dary condition due to the thickening of the 
boundary layer. 
2. The AsY!~etrical Case 
The correlation between experimental data and the as~etrical 
flow solution of potential flow is well known in the case of ducts 
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and nozzles. All Laval nozzles leading from subsonic ·to supersonic 
Clow use the asymmetrical channel solution. For a body in ~ unlimited 
flow field, no asymmetrical potential solution has been computed. 
The reason for this is to be found in the fact that a strict potential 
solution, i.e •• neglecting shock waves, would correspond to a finite 
pressure at minus infinity nnd zero pressure at plus infinity, i.e., 
far upstream. and downstream respectively. In oth~r words. if an asymmetric 
supersonic region, such as that round in the oase of the Laval nozzle, 
. 
develops. the flow should expand downstream with continuously inoreas-
ing ~ach number and continuously decreasing pressure. The same is, 
of course, true for the duct solution with a continuously increasing 
duct. In the latter case, it is well-knovm that if the duct is over-
expanded, i.e., the fixed pressure at the exit is too large. a shock 
wave of a strength sufficient to allow recompression to the given 
pressure appears in the duct. Hence, if we suppose that such an 
asynmetrical solution can exist on an airfoil as well as in a channel, 
we are led to the following conclusions by nnalogy with the channel 
solution: 
a) The ,point at which U = 1 should remain relatively fixed . as M"' is varied 
This is certainly true in the asymmetric case in a channel where M = 1 
is always reached at a definite line near the throat. (This is not 
true for the symmetrical solution where the M = 1 line wanders as • .1~ vai:ies) 
b) The position of the shock wave for a given boundary is fixed 
by the pressure conditions do'Mlstream. Recompression ~not take 
place without a shock wave. 
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It should be noted at this point that these two conditions are 
both i~corporated in Tsien and Fejer 1 s analysis of transonic pressure 
distributions (her. 11 ). Hence, using our present definitions we 
should identify the asymmetrical solutions \nth the case treated by 
Tsien and f'ejer where the "throat station" is fixed. 
Turnin& to exryeriments we find that the nressure distributions 
l.n: 1\6 Fie;. 12, !"ie:. 13, etc. and also in Ref. 11, have indeed the 
asymmetricRl character, i.e., expansion up to the shock position and 
fixed thro~J t stations. The shock waves are no·w nearly no:nnal or in-
clined downstream. In this cas; , the shock waves should not necessarily 
coincide with an envelope of Mach vraves. As in a Laval nozzle, the 
shock wave is now determined by the dovmstresm conditions and by the 
boundary layer near the base of the wave. (This point will later ~e dis-
cussed in more detail). Due to the continuously decreasing pressure, 
the boundary layer should remain rather thin up to the shock wave 
posit:on. This agrees well with observation, e.g. rig. 14b or 31. 
Another considere.tion which makes plausible the existence of the 
a~etrice.l as well as the symmetrical transonic flow pattern is the 
comparison vnth subsonic and supersonic pressure distributions. In pure 
subsonic flow we find a pressure distribu.tion symmetrical about the maxi-
mum thickness (for a symmetrical body of course), while in pure supersonic 
flow the distribution is as~etrical. 
Summarizinc: There is evidence that there exists an asymmetrical 
solution for transonic flow past an airfoil section. This 'solution 
should correspond to the asyrrunetrical charmel solution. In this case • 
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the flow downstream from the 11throat" wil'l expand with increasing super-
sonic velocity up to the shock wave L)osition. The shock wave is not 
necessarily an envelope of Mach waves, but is necessary for recompression. 
(In the symmetrical solution recompression can, theoretically at least, 
occur without a shock w~ve.) 
This type of flow corresponds to the "turbulent case" and to most 
known pressure distributions on airfoils. It also corresponds closely 
to the conceots brought forward in reference 11. 
3. The Occurrence of the Synunetrical or 
Asymmetrical Case for a GiVen Profile 
The evident question to be asked now is: \~hich type of solution 
occurs for a given airfoil, r.1ach number, etc? •~o definite answer can 
be given ~t this stage. More experimental a.nd theoretical work is 
needed to clear up this question. It should be kept in mind that the 
existence of an asymmetrical potential trbnsonic flow solution for an 
air !'oil has not been rigorously established. 
The transition from the symmetrical to .the asyrnetrical. type of 
flow in nozzles has been studied by Taylor (I~f. 9) and by Gertler 
(Ref. 10). These investigations are quite difficult and it has not been 
. established whether a smooth transition from the one ~rpe of solution 
to the other is possible. It has been mentioned before that the curva-
ture of the boundary is very important. 
The curvature of the boundary layer if the thickness does not in-
crease too ranidly is convex, but differs in the laminar and turbulent 
cases. The curvature decreases with increasing Reynolds n~~ber; for 
a. laminar layer we have, for example: 
I 
rR: 
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since 
-
The curvature o~ a turb~lent layer is less, since the boundary layer 
thickness b increases approxi:rtately with x4/5. 
I 
lf an adverse pressure gradient is present, the curvature becmnes 
less and near seoaration chanr;es sign. The bounlary layer curvature is 
then concave. (The case of transition will be discussed later.) 
At the oresent stage there is no proof that the curv~ture of the 
boundary is in f!eneral the controlling factor. The change in curvature 
of the effective boundary due to a chan~e in the bounJary layer is so 
Sl'T'all that it seems unlikely that it is always of great importance. 
On the basis of the exoe riments presented here, all that can be said is 
that a chan~e from a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer was found to 
be sufficient, for the specific boundary, to change the type of transonic 
flow. It cannot yet be said that this is a necessary condition in 
general. It is, however, one point which can be investie;ated ra:ther 
easily and directly. Experiments of this kind are planned at this In-
stitute. 
4. Boundary Layer Transition and Separation 
The discussion has been restricted thus far to convex curved 
boundaries. Solid boundaries will have, in most cases, convex curve.-
ture in the transonic re.nfe. There are cases, however, where due to 
boundary layer behavior an effectively concave boundary in the super-
sonic zone of en airfoil can be encountered; these cases are associated 
with transition from the laminar to the turbulent state, separation (and, 
of course, excessive roughness ). 
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If the boundary in the supersonic zone is concave, shook waves 
will develop i~ a well-knovm manner, na~ely, as envelopes of c~pression 
waves cominr from the surface. These shock waves are necessarily 
inclined dovvnstream. Fig. 9b shows such a case (see also Ref. 2). 
The same is seen to occur in the case of a pronounced roughness 
element Fig. 21. These cases are in some ways the exact counterpart 
of the 11 la.minar" shock wave. Both shocks are formed as envelopes 
of r~~ach waves, one corresponding to the family of characteristics 
inclined upstream, the other corresponding to the family of character-
istics inclined downstream. 
TI1e case of boundary layer transition is especially interesting 
in connection with the stability problem of laminar bounda~ layers. 
It is not impossible that the existence of the amplified boundary 
layer oscillations which are known to exist near transition will have 
a pronouncad influence on the superso~ic zone. This point and the 
influence of bounda~ layer fluctuations in general upon the super-
sonic zone an:l the shock wave position must certainly be studied be-. 
fore a complete understanding of shock '~ve boundary layer interaction 
can be obtained. 
5. Conditions in the Viscous Layer 
Near the Base of a Shock -\Yave 
The conditions near the base of a shock wave have caused con-
siderable confusion. It appears useful, therefore,to add a few 
remarks concerning the conditions due to the presence of a shock wave 
near a solid surface without consideration as to how the shock wave 
originates. Consider flow past a flat solid surface (Fig. 29); denote 
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the boundary layer thickness by ~ b is defined as the region 
in which the velocity drops from the free stream value to zero at the 
wall. due to viscosity or to turbulent shear. Assume further that a 
strair,ht oblique shock wave of wave angle ew exists in the stream. 
The pressure ratio across the wave is given by the well-known formula 
Due to the velocity grndient in the boundary layer M varies with the 
distance from the surface: ~.~ (0) =.0; r.~('b) = ~·"" There is thus 
a layer at a distance y*~ say, such that M sing = 1. Consequently, 
Pz 
P, Thus, the strength of the shock wave varies contin-here 
uously from 
p1 2. \' l 
5tn2 ew !:l -':.- Mao - 'OY" '::J ~ b P, 'I" .. I 't ~I 
to P1 ., I !or ~ P, :I ~ ':J 
Hence, the shock wave penetrates the bounda ry layer up to y • y*. 
•{ow at y = y* there is no pressure gradient in the flow direction since 
-~ -- I C . t . t onsequently, pressure grad~ents mus ex~s normal to the P, 
direction of the flow in the neighborhood of the shock wave. The usual 
boundary layer assumption of zero normal pressure gradient is not applicable. 
If one assumes that the boundary layer ahead of the shock v~ve 
is not affected by the presence of the shock vmve we can compute (for 
a given wave angle ew and velocity profile u(y) or ~(y)) the pressure 
, . gradient ~P behind the shock wave ~~d thus the radius of curvature 
CJ"j 
r(y) of the streamlines behind the shock. This nressure gradient is 
evidently different for the laminar and turbulent boundary layer since 
it depends largely upon the vel'oci ty gradient near y = b • The oompu-
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tation shows thut the radius of curvature of the boundary layer is of 
the order 
r - o.s & 
r - s S 
for the laminar boundary layer 
for the turbulent boundary layer 
Actually. an analysis of Schlieren photographs for the asy:nMetrical case 
e.g., Fig. 30 and 31 shows that the change in pressure is spread over a 
distance of at least the order o • The curvature of the strerunlims 
in this region is so large that all standard conceptions regarding 
boundary layer separation, etc. become questionable. In fact. com-
paring Fig. 30 and Fig. 31. separation can be seen to occur at nearly 
the same point in spite of the shift in the shock wave . 
'fhe author believes that. in at least some cases, the separation 
fixes the position of the shock wave rather than that the shock wave 
co.usos separation. This is certainly true for the oblique shock wave 
shown in Fig. 9b, 
6. Concerning the Shock /lave Assumption of Tsien and Fejer 
Tsien and Fejer (Ref. 11) have argued that the interaction of 
shock wave and separated boundary layer should be such that the shock 
wave will be oblique and furnish the maximu~m deflection of Claw. 
From a compftrison of the measured pressure distribution and the 
Schlieren Dhotogra~hs this conjecture can be checked. The only case 
to w}1ich the Tsien-Feje'r analysis a pplies is the case wher e M~ = 0. 895 
and the boundary layer is turbulent (I''ig. 14b. l<,ig. 31). 
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The Mach number ahead of the shook wave is here tl: = l. 3. Then, 
assuming the shock wave of maximum deflection, we have the follo~ng 
data: 
Wave angle Q 
70° 
52° 
Shock Wave of Maximum Deflection at M = 1.3 
Computed 
Pressure ratio P2/P1 Deflection Q Hach No. 
1. 58 6.5° 
Measured 
1. 55 70 
behind shock 
0.92 
( 1. 05) 
wave 
It is seen that the nressure ratio and the total deflection checks 
very well while the angle does not. The flow pattern which actually 
occurs is shown schematically in Fig. 32. It is seen that the coMpres-
sion near the wall is continuous due to the boundary layer and approaches 
the Tsien- Fejer angle at some distance from the wall. Hence, the ' 
general conception of this sh~ck wave is in agreement with the measure-
ment except that the wave· is modified near the surface. This influence 
of the boundary layer has two consequences: (a ) the pressure distri-
bution near the wall is continuous; this is, of course , in agreement 
with the discussion in the preceding paragraph. (b) the Y~ch number 
behind the continuous compression is higher than that due to a shock 
wave giving maximum flow deflection. (The value M2 = l. 05 was ob-
tained from the compression wave angle at the downstream side of the 
shock wave) The compression to subsonic speeds near the wal l occurs 
through the weak secondary shock visibl e in Fig. 31. 
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VI. CO .. CLtB E~G REl~~ RKS 
Bxperimental investigations of airfoil transonic flow suggest that 
two distinctly different cases exist which are called symr.etrical and 
asymmetrioe.l in analogy to similar nozzle flo·ws. From potential theory 
only, the symmetrical case is kno\n for both airfoil and nozzle flows, 
the as~metrical for nozzle flow only. 
Assuming the existence of these two flow types, the following con-
clusions can be drawn: 
a. The Maximum supersonic velocity in the s~~etrical case should 
be reached neP r the· maximum suction point of the subsonic flow. .he-
comoression begins ahead of a possible shock wave. The shock wave is 
related to the 11limitin!' line" of i?Otential theory and is not necessary 
for recompression. 
b. The maximum supersonic velocity in the asynunetrioal case is 
reached dovmstream of the point of maximum suction of the subsonic 
flow.' The flow expands up to the shock wave. The shock wave is nec-
essary for recompression. 
c. ~1e influence of the bounJary layer upon ~~e establishment of 
these flow types is pronounced. The existence of the boundary layer 
and its behavior under the influence of a. pressure gradient can essen-
tially chang:e the boundary conditions. 'rhi s effect differs for the 
laminar and for the turbulent boundary la.ye r. 
The available ex~orimental results fit ~~11 into the frame out-
lined above. However, a. number of key experim~ntal a.nd theoretical 
investigations should still be carried out to definitely prove or dis-
prove-this point of view. The following investigc.tioas appear to the 
author of nrimary urgency and importance: 
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a. Theoretical: 
(i) A computatio.n of a symnetrical potential solution for 
a simple shape taking into account the distortion of the shape due 
to the boundary layer. The occurrence of a «limiting line" under these 
conditions should be especially investigated. 
(ii) The existence or non-existence of asymmetrical transonic 
potential flow for a body in an infinite stream should,be shown. 
(iii) The transition from the symmetrical to the asymmetrical 
flow pattern should be studied. In particular, it is important to 
determine whether the occurrence of limiting lines in,'the symmetrical 
solutions affects the change,to the asymmetrical solution. 
b. Experimental: 
The oossibility of shock-free supersonic flow should exist for 
the symmetrical case, but not for the asymmetrical case. This should 
be demonstrated. 
The sunersonic region should be carefully investigated. A de-
finite difference in the lines of constant velocity in the symmetrical 
and asymmetrical case should exist. This point should be checked by 
experiment. 
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